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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

Colin Wilkinson

2  What is your email address?

Email:

colin@planit-x.co.uk

3  Please select the type of respondee you are responding on behalf of below (tick all that apply)

Agent (B)

If you selected 'B', please give additional information here, including who you represent, if applicable:

Mr and Mrs Halford

4  Address

Address:

Planit-X Town and Country Planning Services

21 New Road

Burton Lazars

Melton Mowbray

Postcode:

LE14 2UU

5  If you are responding on behalf of a client or oganisation, please put their address below.

Address:

24 Mill Lane

Frisby on the Wreake

Melton Mowbray

Postcode:

LE14 2NN

6  All consultations are made available for public view. Personal information such as address and email will not be published with your

response. Please confirm you understand and agree to this, by ticking the box below.

Yes, I agree to publish my response

Representation 1

1  Would you like to submit a representation?

Yes

Representation Form 1

1  Please indicate which part of the submitted Neighbourhood Plan or supporting documents this representation relates.

Which document does this representation relate - (for example Submission Plan, Policy Map, etc). :

Submission Plan

Page Number (if applicable). :

Paragraph/Policy (if applicable) :

2  Do you believe that this policy/section of the Neighbourhood Plan:



Do you believe that this Neighbourhood Plan. - Meets European obligations.:

Do you believe that this Neighbourhood Plan. - Has regard to national planning policies.:

No

Do you believe that this Neighbourhood Plan. - Is in general conformity with the strategic policies of the Local Plan/Is compatible with adjoining

Neighbourhood Plans:

No

Do you believe that this Neighbourhood Plan. - Contributes to the achievement of sustainable development.:

Do you :

Object to this policy/part of the plan

Comments:

Only a draft neighbourhood Plan or Order that meets each of a set of basic conditions can be put to a referendum and be made. The basic conditions are set out

in paragraph 8(2) of Schedule 4B to the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 as applied to neighbourhood plans by section 38A of the Planning and Compulsory

Purchase Act 2004. In brief, the basic conditions which must be met by the APNP are:

it must have regard to national policy and advice

it must contribute to the achievement of sustainable development

it must be in general conformity with the strategic policies in the development plan for the local area

it must be compatible with EU obligations, including human rights requirements

it must not have a significant adverse effect on a `European site’ (under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010).

National policy is set out in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). The Framework is supported by web-based Planning Practice Guidance (PPG).

Prior to submitting the draft Frisby on the Wreake Neighbourhood Plan, Frisby Parish Council completed its (regulation 14) statutory six week public

consultation for its Neighbourhood Development Plan on 21 March 2017.

PPG is clear that the document that is consulted on at the pre-submission stage should contain only the preferred approach (049 Reference ID:

41-049-20140306).

The Submission version of the Frisby Neighbourhood Plan is considerably different to the document that was consulted on at pre-submission stage. In particular:

1 Pre-Submission Plan POLICY H2: HOUSING ALLOCATIONS - allocates land for housing development at two locations- Great Lane Site (FRIS1) for 54dw and

Rotherby Lane Site (FRIS4) for 24dw. However, the Submission Plan allocates 78dw in total at FRIS1 PHASE 1 and FRIS 1A PHASE 2- both sites are Great

Lane. The Rotherby Lane Site (FRIS4) is deleted.

2 Pre-Submission Plan POLICY H3: LIMITS TO DEVELOPMENT provides for development within Limits to Development (as identified in Figure 4). Figure 4

shows Limits to Development that include the curtilages of properties associated with the built-up area of the village. It includes farms buildings on the edge of the

village and garden areas associated with village houses. In contrast, the Submission version of the Neighbourhood Plan shows at Figure 6 'new' and significantly

more constrained Limits to Development.

3 Pre-Submission Plan POLICY ENV 1: PROTECTION OF LOCAL GREEN SPACES identifies five Local Green Spaces. However POLICY ENV1 of the

Submission Neighbourhood Plan shows identifies four Local Green Spaces.

There are other differences between the Pre-Submission and Submission versions of the Draft Neighbourhood Plan, but it is clear from these three examples that

contrary to national planning policy and advice, the formal pre-submission consultation document was not the complete draft neighbourhood plan nor was it the

Parish Council's preferred plan.

This also has significant implications for the involvement of the local community, public bodies, landowners and the development industry in the neighbourhood

plan preparation process. The Pre-Submission consultation arrangements require a qualifying body to publicise the draft neighbourhood plan for at least 6 weeks

and consult any of the consultation bodies whose interests it considers may be affected by the draft plan. As part of these arrangements, Frisby on the Wreake

Parish Council went to considerable lengths to consult local residents.

The publicity arrangements for the draft submission neighbourhood plan are more limited. The outcome is that many local residents may simply be unaware of

the significant changes that have taken place between the pre-submission and submission versions of the plan.

Please suggest any amendments to the plan/policy here. :

The preparation of the Frisby on the Wreake Neighbourhood Plan is fundamentally flawed. The flaws cannot be resolved without the Draft Plan returning to

Pre-Submission stage. The current Plan should not proceed to referendum.

3  Please upload a file for supporting evidence below.

File upload:

No file was uploaded

Representation 2

1  Would you like to submit another representation?



Yes

Representation Form 2

1  Please indicate which part of the submitted Neighbourhood Plan or supporting documents this representation relates.

Which document does this representation relate - (for example Submission Plan, Policy Map, etc). :

Figure 6: Limits to Development

Page Number (if applicable). :

20

Paragraph/Policy (if applicable) :

2  Do you believe that this policy/section of the Neighbourhood Plan:

Do you believe that this Neighbourhood Plan. - Meets European obligations.:

Do you believe that this Neighbourhood Plan. - Has regard to national planning policies.:

No

Do you believe that this Neighbourhood Plan. - Is in general conformity with the strategic policies of the Local Plan/Is compatible with adjoining

Neighbourhood Plans:

Do you believe that this Neighbourhood Plan. - Contributes to the achievement of sustainable development.:

Do you :

Object to this policy/part of the plan

Comments:

Mr and Mrs Halford own Owl End, 24 Mill Lane, Frisby on the Wreake. At Pre-Submission stage the whole of their property was shown as being within Limits to

Development. Following consultation on the Pre-Submission Plan, at great expense Mr and Mrs Halford submitted a planning application for two dwellings on

garden land at Owl End (17/00477/FUL) in the knowledge that there had been no objections to the inclusion of their land within the Limits to Development.

To their surprise, the Limits to Development were altered to omit the application site at Submission Plan stage. Frisby on the Wreake Parish Council now object to

the planning application as the site is outside Limits to Development. The application remains undetermined.

The existing development plan for Frisby on the Wreak Parish is the adopted Melton Local Plan 1991-2006 (saved policies). The Submission Draft

Neighbourhood Plan shows Limits to Development which it says are in part based upon the 2015 village envelope. However what is shown is an extract of the

1999 Melton Local Plan Proposals Map.

The policies of the Melton Local Plan 1999 were formulated in the early 1990’s in the context of the Leicestershire Structure Plan (SP) adopted in 1994 based on

demographic evidence from the 1980’s. The Melton Local Plan was adopted in 1999. In September 2007, the Secretary of State issued a ‘Saving Direction’

regarding various policies contained within the Melton Local Plan 1999.

The Melton Local Plan 1999 sets out the Council’s land-use planning policies for 1991-2006. It is therefore time expired and significantly out of date.

It follows that the 1999 Village Envelope boundary for Frisby on the Wreake is significantly out of date, as the Envelopes sought only to meet housing needs in

the SP (1994), which has been revoked and replaced by another SP (2005) and RS (2009), which has itself been revoked. The Melton Local Plan 1999 only

sought to guide development to 2006.

The 1999 Village Envelope is therefore not a sound starting point for the definition of Limits to Development in 2017.

The Submission Draft Neighbourhood Plan says the Limits to Development follow clearly defined physical features such as walls, fences, hedgerows and roads.

This is clearly not the case as evidenced by my client's site and the proposed boundary to the rear of 32-44 (even) Great Lane.

National Planning Practice Guidance requires that Neighbourhood Plans are based on proportionate, robust evidence. The draft neighbourhood plan Limits to

Development are clearly not based on appropriate and up to date evidence. Contrary to the Basic Conditions Statement, this proposed Limits to Development are

not a positive policy for future housing provision but a highly restrictive approach to infill development.

Please suggest any amendments to the plan/policy here. :

The Limits to Development be modified to include the whole of the garden associated with Owl End, 24 Mill Lane, Frisby on the Wreake.

3  Please upload a file for supporting evidence below.

File upload:

No file was uploaded

Representation 3



1  Would you like to submit another representation?

No

Examination

1  If you believe this Neighbourhood Plan should be examined through hearings, please indicate why you believe this to be necessary

below.

If you believe this Neighbourhood Plan should be examined through hearings, please indicate why you believe this to be necessary below. :

2  Do you wish to be notified of the Council's decision to make or refuse to make the neighbourhood development plan? (Please tick one

box only)

Yes


